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Dark clouds with silver linings



Performance by Market Cap
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• Correction across the board in the June quarter

• Small cand midcap indices saw a deeper correction from their ATH vis-à-vis large cap

Performances as of June 30th 2022

Company Name CMP MTD 1M 3M 6M 1Y 3Y

S&P Bse
Sensex

53,019 -4.6 -5.2 -9.7 -8.3 1.0 34.6

S&P Bse
Midcap

21,713 -6.2 -5.7 -9.7 -11.8 -3.7 46.6

S&P Bse
Smallcap

24,786 -6.0 -5.4 -11.9 -14.9 -1.8 74.1

Company Name CMP 52WH Date 52WH Price ▲(CMP,52W
H)

ATH Date ATH Price

S&P Bse Sensex 53,019 19-Oct-2021 62,245 -14.8% 19-Oct-2021 62,245

S&P Bse Midcap 21,713 19-Oct-2021 27,246 -20.3% 19-Oct-2021 27,246

S&P Bse Smallcap 24,786 18-Jan-2022 31,304 -20.8% 18-Jan-2022 31,304



Sectoral Performance
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• Outperformance over the last quarter led by Autos and FMCG
• Sharp correction in Metals and IT in the June Quarter

Performances as of June 30th 2022

Company Name CMP 1M 3M 6M 1Y 3Y

S&P Bse Auto 26,768 2.1 11.4 9.7 12.6 49.5

S&P Bse FMCG 13,766 -2.5 4.4 1.1 1.8 21.2

S&P Bse Oil & Gas 18,022 -3.9 -3.5 4.1 11.4 21.7

S&P Bse Capital Goods 26,026 -3.6 -5.2 -8.9 13.4 31.1

S&P BSE Industrials 5,263 -4.2 -5.5 -7.4 10.8 63.7

S&P CPSE 1,485 -5.2 -5.8 -1.2 2.2 -0.8

S&P Bse Bankex 38,476 -6.9 -7.7 -3.5 -2.2 10.0

S&P Bse Healthcare 21,606 -4.1 -12.0 -16.9 -15.6 67.6

S&P Bse Realty 3,068 -4.4 -16.4 -19.1 12.0 39.4

S&P Bse Information Technology 28,313 -6.3 -22.5 -25.1 -6.0 80.9

S&P Bse Metal 15,552 -12.6 -30.8 -17.5 -16.7 40.0



Dark clouds over the market last Quarter
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 Sharp surge in inflation globally due to

 Higher commodity prices and supply chain bottlenecks on the back of ongoing Russia-Ukraine conflict

 However, we have seen softening in commodity prices post central bank actions in the last month

 Rate Hikes by central Bankers

 The US Fed raised rate by 150bps in the last 6 months

 RBI raised Repo Rate by ~90bps in June ‘Q

Global Inflation – May 2022



Dark clouds….continued 
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 India witnessing twin deficit concerns

 Higher crude prices, import bill and currency weakness widening the current account deficit

 Higher subsidies and fuel tax cuts putting pressure on fiscal position of the government

 Government action to curb inflation

 Export duty on Metals (Steel and iron ore), curbs on food grain exports

 No definitive resolution on the Russia-Ukraine conflict yet

 Fear of recession in key Developed markets (US, UK, Eruope)



Fear of US Recession? – Street seems divided
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 US economy saw GDP contraction of 1.6% in Q1CY22 and street expects output to decline even in the June 
Quarter

 Usually, an economy is considered to be in recession, if it contracts for 2 straight quarters.  

 However, unemployment rates are at historic lows, which is unprecedented and not in sync with output

 The U.S. has recorded more than 11 million unfilled job openings in six of the past seven months, four 
million more monthly openings than was typical before Covid-19 

 Economists see modest increase in unemployment even though many indicators point to a potential 
upcoming recession

 Unemployment rate forecasted to be 3.9% in CY22 and 4.4% in CY23

Source: WSJ



Silver linings: Commodity prices 
softening
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 Commodity prices have begun to soften:  



Silver lining: Retail Flows:
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 Relentless selling by FIIs over the last 3 quarters, which has been unprecedented has been offset by strong 
Retail flows

 DII Flows over trailing twelve months at ~2.5 lakh crs

Source: SEBI, Motilal Oswal Report



Silver lining: Robust tax collection
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 GST collection for June’22 at Rs. 1.45 lakh crs, +56% yoy. For Q1FY23, average monthly GST collection 
stands at ~Rs.1.51 lakh crs, much higher than Rs 1.2 lakh crs derived from the Budget Estimates

 Advance Tax Collection for the June’22 quarter was up 48% yoy to Rs. 42,679crs; Corporation Advance 
tax was up 46% and Personal Income tax collections were up 52% yoy

GST Collection trend (Rs. crs) Advance Tax collections



Silver lining: GDP growth and 
earning estimates still strong
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 Fy22 GDP growth of India at 8.7%. India’s Q4FY22 (March’22 Q) GDP growth was 4.1% vs. 1.6% 
contraction in US and 0.3% growth in UK. 

 RBI maintained its FY23 GDP growth ests at 7.2% in the last MPC meeting

 FY23E/24E saw minor downgrade in EPS ests (led by metals). However, 2-yr EPS CAGR at ~13% 
from from FY22 to FY24

Source: Kotak Institutional Equities



Silver lining: Corporate Balance 
Sheet much stronger
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Source: screener, Gurpreet Saluja Financial Services



Events to watch out for
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 Domestic Events

 Q1FY23 Earnings 

 Inflation Data

 Key Economic data –Industrial Production, Inflation, Credit Growth, etc. 

 Global Events

 Q1FY23 earnings

 Fed rate hikes and Treasury Yields

 Developments on Russia-Ukraine issue 



What should be the strategy in the 
current market
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 Events are unfolding very fast and it is difficult to anticipate all of them:

 Ukraine war and China lockdown were absolutely unexpected

 Try to factor in the short term, medium term and long term impact of the events

 Take advantage of the short term irrationality of the market

 Do not alter your long term allocation or strategy if the impact is not structurally negative 
for your portfolio

 Investment decisions are taken based on probability of outcome

 It may not be possible to predict outcome in black and white

 Make sound assumptions and keep validating it with emerging facts

 Be prepared for short term tactical corrections wherever required



…..strategy in the current markets
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 Market tends to overshoot or overcorrect in either direction

 The greed and fear drives flows at both levels of the market.

 At 18000 + points of Nifty the excessively high valuations of mid and small caps was ignored

 At the current levels the decline in commodity prices are being ignored.

 Earnings growth and P/E multiple expansion may not happen simultaneously

 Earnings growth is a function of the competitive advantage of the company and its 
management, the sector to which it belongs and macro economic factors

 P/E expansion is largely a function of market cycles and the ability of the company to meet 
growth expectations

 It is as difficult to predict both but relatively easier to identify a growing company 

 If the stock selection is good, the probability of P/E expansion in an up cycle can be large

Avoid trying to time the market. Invest with a perspective of a reasonable time horizon. Focus more 
on the quality of the portfolio



What can we offer today?
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What can we offer today?
▪ Based on Ticket size

▪ Below Rs 10 Lakhs: MF
▪ Bet Rs 10 – 50 Lakhs: RIA

▪ Based on Asset class:
▪ One stop shop for all domestic asset classes: MF, Direct Equity, FDs, Bonds

▪ Either separately or in combination

▪ We are providers of complete solutions rather than piece meal advice
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Our Investment Process



Investment Philosophy: Bottom up stock pickers

Business

Drivers

Opportunity

Management

Price

Fund will look to invest in future opportunities to reap the benefits of growing India

• Moat
• Longevity
• Sustainability
• Market Share & Positioning
• Competitive Advantage

• Revenue Growth
• Margins
• Capex
• Operating Cash Flows

• Market size
• Competition vs. Peers
• Adjacencies and 

Diversification

• Management experience & 
Pedigree

• Capital Allocation
• Corporate Governance
• Vision, Strategy & Focus

• Valuation vis-a-vis Growth
• Earning visibility
• ROCE / ROE
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Our Universe –2,000 stocks

Watchlist – 1,000 stocks

Shortlist – 500  stocks

Investable universe – 60 stocks

Meticulous Screening process, before we do a deep dive

Investment Process
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How do we see ourselves?

Access to huge 
amount of  

information

Traditional 
Fund Managers

Algorithm Driven 
Systems

Quant 
Managers

Insightful, 
Disciplined and 

Focused

Citrus Advisors
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Process flow

Details & 
Document 
collection

Account 
opening

E-sign through 
Aadhar KYC

Risk Profiling

Plan selection Fee collection

Execution
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What do the clients need to have

An active demat & trading account

Documents Required
• PAN Card
• Aadhar card
• Cheque
• Passport size photo

Details Required
• Email Id
• Mobile No
• Occupation
• Annual Income
• Father’s Name
• Mother’s Name
• Nominee Details
• Place of Birth
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Brokers with direct transaction facility

You will be able to seamlessly execute our buy/sell advise through any of the above brokers. These cover 
~97% of Demat accounts
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Strategies Offered under 
RIA
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Multicap Equity Strategy
▪ Concentrated Equity Portfolio Strategy across sectors and market capitalization with bias

towards large caps.

▪ Top-down Strategy with focus on identifying winning sectors with a time horizon of 1-3
years and within these sectors the best companies in our portfolio

▪ Sector & stock weights will be decided based on return potential as well as risks attached
with them and we will keep revisiting sector & stock selection decision based on emerging
data and relative performance.

▪ Concentrated Portfolio of 10 stocks with atleast 50% exposure to large caps

▪ Market capitalization criteria will be based on SEBI’s formula.

▪ Client can expect 3-4 updates on portfolio changes over 12 months

▪ Have differentiated portfolios for high ticket size clients
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Midcap Equity Strategy
 Concentrated portfolio of 10 Small and Mid-Cap stocks with potential to be the

large Caps in the long run

 Bottom Up Strategy with focus on identifying companies with a strong market
position, capable management team and huge earnings growth potential in
medium to long term.

 Number of Stocks in Portfolio –10

 Mid-Cap Portfolio with Market Cap in the range of INR 1,000 crs- 30,000 crs

 Client can expect 3-4 updates on portfolio changes over 12 months
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Hybrid Equity Strategy
▪ Investment Strategy will be a mix of Mutual Fund and Equities

▪ We would provide 2 strategies to clients within this

▪ 50:50 Hybrid Strategy: We provide an investment strategy with 50% exposure to
Mutual Funds and 50% exposure to Equities

▪ 80:20 Hybrid Strategy: 80% exposure to Mutual Funds and 20% to Equities

▪ The Mutual Fund investment would be across different strategies within Equity and
Debt Mutual Funds.

▪ The Mutual Funds advisory would be only via Direct Mutual Funds

▪ Allocation towards Equities would be in a concentrated Multi-cap Equity Portfolio of
upto 10 stocks across market capitalization and sectors with bias towards largecaps

▪ Market capitalization criteria will be based on SEBI’s formula.
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Mutual Fund Strategy
▪ Investment Strategy with 100% allocation to Mutual Funds

▪ We will advice on asset allocation based on client’s risk profile

▪ Post asset allocation, drill down to investment across different funds within

▪ Equities (viz, Large Cap, Flexi Cap, Mid, Small cap and sectoral themes) and

▪ Debt (Long and Medium Duration, Gilts Funds, Ultrashort term, Liquid funds)

▪ The Mutual Funds advisory would only be via Direct Mutual Funds
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Passive Fund Strategy
▪ Investment Strategy with 100% allocation to Index Funds and ETFs

▪ We will advice on asset allocation based on client’s risk profile

▪ Rebalancing and re-allocation within Index funds would be managed in an active
manner

▪ Aim to generate higher than benchmark returns given the low fee structure of Index
Funds vs. Actively managed funds.

▪ The Mutual Funds advisory would only be via Index funds (Direct plan) and/or ETFs
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Fees and Features
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Fee and Features
MultiCap / 

MidCap Equity 
Strategy

50:50  Hybrid 
Strategy

80:20 Hybrid 
Strategy

Mutual Funds 
Strategy

Passive Fund 
Strategy

Fee 2.5% of AuA 1.75% of AuA 1.3% of AuA 1.0% of AuA 1.25% of AuA

Minimum 
Ticket Size 
(Rs. lakhs)

10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0

Frequency 
of Fee

Half-Yearly Half-Yearly Half-Yearly Half-Yearly Half-Yearly 

Remarks
Upfront fee of only 
1.25% of initial AuA 
will be collected

Upfront fee of only 
0.875% of initial AuA 
will be collected

Upfront fee of only 
0.65% of initial AuA
will be collected

Upfront fee of only 
0.5% of initial AuA
will be collected

Upfront fee of only 
0.625% of initial 
AuA will be collected

* AuA: Assets Under Advisory
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Who is the target segment?
Investor Category Traits Product

1. Very savvy 
investors

▪ Actively trading in the market & privy to a lot of
market news

▪ However does not track fundamentals

▪ Takes pride in success & hides all his failure

▪ Handpicked selection of micro,
small and midcap stocks

2. Active Investors

▪ Has a large portfolio of good & bad stocks

▪ Privy to tips but not necessarily the best ones

▪ Knows how to enter but does not know how to exit

▪ Can be offered the Multicap strategy
and midcap strategy

3. Testing the 
water

▪ Has equity MFs but wants to have exposure to direct
equity

▪ Not privy to tips or news

▪ All strategies being launched
initially can be offered

4. Robinhood 
Investors

▪ Post covid newcomers

▪ Millennials in the age bracket 25-35

▪ All strategies being launched
initially can be offered

▪ It is likely that they may prefer the
lower cost strategies
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STUDIES
Our recent views

STUDIES
Our recent views
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• Sensex at 50K – Does the rally have more legs: 12th Feb 2021

• Covid 2nd Wave : The Road Ahead: 19th Apr 2021

• Covid 2nd wave – an Update: 20th May 2021

• The Rally of 2020 – how irrationally exuberant – 22nd June 2021

• Does it make sense to invest with Nifty at almost 16000 points – 29th June 2021

• Q1FY22 takeaways – Not too many surprises – 29th August 2021

• Top 10 issues for 2022 : 25th Jan 2022

• Russia Military Action in Ukraine (First-Cut Views) – 24th Feb 2022

• Crystal Ball Gazing – How do we see the next 10 years? – May 2022

• Debt Investment Strategy – June 2022



Annexures



What factors will drive the 
markets

Jan 2022



Bipolar structure of the market will continue

▪ At one end of the spectrum, investors are pouring in money behind
quality stocks driving their valuations to unjustifiable levels.

▪ On a trailing basis Nifty is trading at a PE of 26

▪ On the other hand, we have a section of investors jumping at any
new idea with momentum without any heed to its fundamental
virtue.

▪ The large cap index delivering about 20% return and the mid
and the small cap bounced ahead with 40% and 60% returns
respectively

▪ But almost 250 out of the Top 1000 have seen their prices go
up by more than 100% in 2021



Bottom up stock picking will be rewarded
more than top down approach

• Last year has not been very good for the auto sector. Industry faced many issues like raw material 
inflation, slowdown in demand and also semiconductor shortages. The BSE Auto Index is actually 
one of the worst performing indices of the year. 

• Despite all these issues, our portfolio companies consisting of Tata Motors and Escorts were 
able to deliver superior returns.

• Macro or Top-down approach does not always work out at stock level in the short term:

• Some of the leading insurance companies have not only underperformed the benchmark, but 
also delivered negative returns in CY21. 

• Similarly, we have seen the banking and financial services space underperform the benchmark 
over the last few quarters, while the long-term drivers of increase in financial inclusion should 
drive credit growth over the long term. 



Government Policy will be a major 
driver for the markets

▪ This will operate at various levels

▪ The Union Budget surprised most with its aggressive allocation for infrastructure

▪ PLI has been a major driver for the various sectors in 2021

▪ China +1 and PLI can spark capex and large scale revival of manufacturing

▪ More recently RBI’s decision not to hike rates was also a trigger for the market

▪ It may also be noted that there have been no fuel price hikes since 1dt Dec 2021

▪ Once the state elections are over, one can expect a few more market friendly
announcements by the Govt



Beneficiaries of Govt. Policies
SECTOR/ THEME BENEFICIARY

Textile • Almost all textile stocks
• Government incentives & Ease of doing business have made they globally competitive
• Just like metals, we have seen sharp deleveraging across many companies

Ethanol • Sugar companies
• Ethanol Plant manufacturers
• Alcohol companies

Electric Vehicle • Battery makers
• EV component makers
• Auto ancillaries focused on CASE (Connectivity, Autonomous, Sharing and Electrification)
• IT Companies focused on ER&D

White Goods • Contract Manufacturers
• Consumer Durable companies
• Raw material providers (Polymers, Metals, etc.)

Chemicals • Related Chemical Stocks in those chemistries
• Contract Manufacturers 
• Importers of the specific raw materials

Pharma • API and Bulk Drug Players
• CDMO/CRAMS players
• Specialty Chemical players



Retail flows can offset FII outflows
▪ The trend of MF and FII flows in 2021 were very interesting

▪ Till Oct the FII flows very far higher than MF flows

▪ In the last two months a reversal happened with the final figure as follows:

▪ The retail participation has been the hallmark of 2021

▪ The Total number of demat accounts jumped to 77 million by the end of Nov 2021

▪ Retail now accounts for 45% of the volumes in the secondary market – far higher than DIIs (7.5%)
and FIIs (11.5%)

▪ This rising domestic appetite for equity can be a formidable defense against the outflow of “hot
money” following the beginning of taper

CATEGORY FII MF

NET FLOWS 28,170 44,777



Covid waves now behind us?
▪ Omicron turned out to be more infectious but thankfully not so severe in terms of its

impact

▪ Initial evidence of Vaccine’s efficacy against severe disease

▪ Indian Health infrastructure was not overwhelmed

▪ There has been explosion in consumption and production after the end of both the

previous two waves. We can expect the same this time around.

▪ The 3rd Covid wave seems o be coming to an end without any significant economic or

human costs
▪ Most states have announced relaxation of restrictions and are opening

schools/colleges and other institutions
▪ World is nor reconciling to the fact that we will live with the virus as an endemic and no

longer as a pandemic



DISCLAIMER
This presentation is intended for internal use and may contain confidential information that belongs to the sender and/or legally privileged
information that is protected by the attorney-client privilege. If you are not the intended recipient of this communication, you must not disseminate
copy or take any reliance on it. If you have received this message in error please notify the sender immediately, to arrange the return of the document.
This document is not for public distribution and has been furnished to you solely for your information and may not be reproduced or redistributed to
any other person. The manner of circulation and distribution of this document may be restricted by law or regulation in certain countries, including
the United States. Persons into whose possession this document may come are required to inform themselves of, and to observe, such restrictions.
This material is for the personal information of the authorized recipient, and we are not soliciting any action based upon it. This report is not to be
construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any security in any jurisdiction where such an offer or solicitation would be illegal. No
person associated with Citrus Advisors is obligated to call or initiate contact with you for the purposes of elaborating or following up on the
information contained in this document. The material is based upon information that we consider reliable, but we do not represent that it is accurate
or complete, and it should not be relied upon. Neither Citrus Advisors., nor any person connected with it, accepts any liability arising from the use of
this document. The recipient of this material should rely on their own investigations and take their own professional advice. Opinions expressed are
our current opinions as of the date appearing on this material only. While we endeavor to update on a reasonable basis the information discussed in
this material, there may be regulatory, compliance, or other reasons that prevent us from doing so. Prospective investors and others are cautioned that
any forward-looking statements are not predictions and may be subject to change without notice. We and our affiliates, officers, directors, and
employees world wide, including persons involved in the preparation or issuance of this material may; (a) from time to time, have long or short
positions in, and buy or sell the securities thereof, of company (ies) mentioned herein or (b) be engaged in any other transaction involving such
securities and earn brokerage or other compensation or act as a market maker in the financial instruments of the company (ies) discussed herein or
may perform or seek to perform investment banking services for such company(ies)or act as advisor or lender / borrower to such company(ies) or
have other potential conflict of interest with respect to any recommendation and related information and opinions. The same persons may have acted
upon the information contained here. No part of this material may be duplicated in any form and/or redistributed without Citrus Advisors' prior
written consent. No part of this document may be distributed in India or abroad. In so far as this report includes current or historical information, it is
believed to be reliable, although its accuracy and completeness cannot be guaranteed.
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Thank you
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